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What's New In DbiCalendar Silverlight?
DbiCalendarSilverlight is a useful tool for the Silverlight developers who need to implement calendar functions in their applications. The package successfully combines the calendar, contact manager and task organizing features into a single component. The developers can use this control to create applications that support multiple calendar views, flexible time scales and complex scheduling
options.You can test the implementation of the Silverlight controls in one of the samples available in the package. Features: 1) Allow to select multiple contacts. 2) Enable to select multiple tasks at once. 3) Auto size and reposition the calendar if needed. 4) Ability to select multiple months at once. 5) Generate a calendar with different time scales, namely: daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, halfyearly, yearly. 6) Generate a calendar according to the user time zone, in order to automatically adjust the dates and times. 7) Enable to handle the calendar with months containing missing days. 8) Handle schedule when the day changes its position in the week. 9) Allow to select multiple date ranges, i.e. a single date range or multiple date ranges. 10) Generate a calendar with multiple date
ranges. 11) Scroll a calendar in the horizontal direction with auto-scrolling enabled. 12) Allow to select a range of dates on the calendar as per the user needs. 13) Allow to select a calendar week that spans the days of the selected month. 14) Allow to remove dates from the calendar. 15) In addition to dates, the calendar can contain also the contacts and tasks. You can automatically synchronize
the time range of the events in the calendar with the time range of the selected contacts. 16) Allow to add new contacts, tasks, and also to add event to the calendar. 17) Calendar components that are added to the page are automatically sized and repositioned if needed. 18) Perform all the above functions on the client and the server. 16) Allows to select a different event location on the calendar.
17) Allows to load the event data from XML file. 18) Shows an event list on the left side of the calendar. 19) Date range selection can be moved horizontally on the calendar. 20) Calendars with multiple calendar days have been added to the package. 21) Allows to hide event on the day of week. 22) Allows to show a week title. 23) Allows to add a month title. 24) Allows to show a month title on
the month. 25) Allows to set month title color. 26) Allows to set a week title color. 27) Allows to set a week title font. 28) Allows to set a month title font. 29) Allows to set a month title font size. 30) Allows to set a week title font
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System Requirements For DbiCalendar Silverlight:
-Windows 7 SP1-Windows 8.1-Windows 10 1) Download and Install the CD-Key Generator utility by using the installer file. 2) Run the CD-Key Generator. Click "Generate" button. 3) Click "Import" button. 4) Enter "PAT" from above. 5) Click "Generate" button. 6) Run the game. Enjoy! Our website also contains a walkthrough for the game. You can find it here:
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